Chapter 10:
Stellar Remnants
(Dwarfs, Neutron Stars, & Black Holes)
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Key Point:
1. When a star uses up all its available fuel, it collapses and “dies”.
2. Low-mass stars, like ours, turn into a white dwarf.
3. High-mass stars, 10+ times more massive than ours, explode in supernovae.
4. The core of high mass stars end up being neutron stars or black holes.
5. White dwarfs are about the size of the Earth, but have a mass of almost a full Sun.
6. Neutron stars have a mass about of the Sun, but are only about 10 km wide, the size of Manhattan.
7. A black hole forms if the core of a huge star collapses so far that even light can’t get out.

From all the info from Chapter 6, The Sun, and Chapter 9, Stars, we can now discuss the final products of all this death
and mayhem we’ve learned. Keep in mind, stars will all die eventually. Large hot stars die quickly while smaller cooler
stars (like ours) last a long time. However, they will all die. Sad.
The size of the star and its behavior just before death will determine just what shows up after its death. Our Sun, we
know, will end up as a white dwarf surrounded by a planetary nebula. Meanwhile, Betelgeuse, the bloated red
supergiant, will explode in a supernova and leave behind either a neutron star or a black hole.
White Dwarfs

Our Sun will end up as one of these, so let’s start here. As discussed in Chapter 6, our Sun will eventually burn up all the
hydrogen 11 H it has available. Once that happens, it tries to burn Helium 24 He ; element number 2. This, it can’t do for
long. The Sun is simply not big or bad enough to cause Helium to squish together for long. Yes, it will burn some. In fact,
it is burning some right now. This is like asking your regular gas-burning car to run on diesel fuel. Bad idea. Car dies.
Helium requires more energy to fuse and will yield more energy than hydrogen. So, the core of the Sun gets too hot for
gravity to hold it all together and it just swells up and goes away; like a huge cosmic burp. See below diagram.
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Notice we are the top “Small Star”. After the shell of the Sun swells up and just spreads out, a white dwarf is left behind.
This is nothing more than the “cool” white ember of the Sun’s core. It is still hot, but nowhere near what it used to be. It
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simply has no more fuel to burn, so it just hangs around releasing whatever heat it still has; like a glowing ember after a
fire has already died out. Eventually, it will turn into a black dwarf; a burned out hunk of cold stuff.
The following image explains this in more detail:

Notice in the above image (from our original Astro text), the outer layer of the Sun expands and just goes away. There is
no explosion. No sudden death.
The size of the white dwarf left behind is amazingly small and dense. With a density of over 108 kg/m3, about one ton
per teaspoon, it still has a large gravitational effect and can even have planets or planetoids orbiting it. Size? About the
same size as the Earth. Yep, our Sun will have about 60-70% of its mass left over and be only the size of us!
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Wowzers! The white dwarf that used to be our Sun is so dense that actual nuclei of actual atoms are squished so closely
together, the electrons aren’t allowed to orbit in regular manners. This is because the nuclei are closer to each other
than the regular radius of an atom!
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Neutron Stars Now we are getting into really strange territory. First theorized in 1934 by Fritz Zwicky (Remember that
name!) of Cal Tech. Zwicky worked out some of Einstein’s math and found that when a huge star, at least 10 times
bigger than ours, runs out of fuel, it explodes violently. The explosion process is a little complicated, but I’ll do my best
to explain it.
Our star can only burn H and He before it gets too hot and expands; heat pressure wins the billions-year battle and
gravity loses. However, huge stars, like huge people, eat more. Large mass stars have enough gravity to squish together,
via nuclear fusion, all elements until it starts burning iron,

56
26

Fe . Iron has a strange property that causes it to form a

solid shell of what Astrophysicists call iron ash. In the words of my close personal friend and famous person, Dr. Phil
Plait:

For now, the more interesting case is when a massive star runs out of fuel. It has enough gravity to
compress the core further, starting up a chain of reactions: helium fuses to carbon, and when helium
runs out, carbon gets fused into oxygen, then oxygen to magnesium, and magnesium into silicon. This
listing is oversimplified, but it gives you an idea of what's going on. Each element in turn is fused into a
heavier element. An alchemist's dream! The star starts to resemble an onion, with layer after layer of
different fusion products.

Each successive step happens at a faster pace; a star may spend millions or tens of millions of years
fusing hydrogen in to helium, but the last few steps may happen in literally tens or hundreds of years.
The problem is, at this point something bad happens: silicon fuses to iron.
Why is that bad? Because up until now, all these reactions have produced energy in the form of heat.
That heat holds the star up. However, iron is a special case. It takes energy to fuse iron into heavier
elements, energy which comes from the star itself. When enough iron builds up in the core, the
pressure becomes great enough that it starts to fuse. This robs energy from the star.
When iron starts to fuse, things go bad fast. The iron core collapses, since the heat and electrons
holding it up get used to fuse the iron. The tremendous gravity of the core collapses it down from
something thousands of kilometers across to a ball of compressed matter just a few kilometers in
diameter in a thousandth of a second. This acts like kicking the legs out from under a table. Like when
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Wile E. Coyote suddenly realizes he is no longer over solid ground and starts to fall, the outer layers of
the star come rushing down. They slam into the compressed core at a goodly fraction of the speed of
light. This does two things: it sets up a huge rebound, sending the outer layers of the star back out, and
also releases a vast number of neutrinos, subatomic particles that carry away the energy of the
collapse. The gas from the outer layers absorbs these neutrinos, which is like lighting a match in a
fireworks factory. The outer layers explode upwards, and several solar masses of doomed star tear
outwards at speeds of several thousand kilometers per second.
The vast amount of energy released is what we see as a supernova. It may take hours or days for the
light to increase to a maximum, but during that time it can produce as much energy in one second as
our Sun does over its entire lifetime, and be seen from clear across the Universe.

So, a supernova is the energetic explosion of a massive star that is actually caused by the collapse of the iron core.
Who’d a thunk? So, what is left behind? Either a neutron star or a black hole. If the core is just dense enough, it will
actually squish protons and electrons together and make neutrons! Yes, that happens; reverse beta decay. A neutron
star is basically just one hugely huge atomic nucleus made entirely of neutrons! There is no room between the neutrons;
they actually touch each other. This alleviates that “99% of all matter is empty space” thing.
Astronomers readily agreed with Zwicky about the supernova explosion, but ignored that neutron star thing he came up
with. It was simply too hard to swallow. Remember, keep the name “Zwicky” in mind. You’ll hear from him again in
Ch13. So, what’s the difference between a planetary nebula and a supernova remnant (the cloud of debris left over after
the explosion)? Let’s look.

Planetary Nebulae

Owl Nebula
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Supernova Remnants

Kepler’s Supernova Remnant

Helix Nebula (Eye of God)

Eskimo Nebula
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Tycho’s Remnant

Crab Nebula

Ring Nebula

1876A Remnant

Notice any differences? All the planetary nebulae like our own Sun’s fate are more or less symmetrical and even look like
clouds. The supernova remnants all look like results from explosions. You can’t tell from the pictures, but the size is
another big difference; planetary nebulae could be a light year or so wide whereas supernova remnants can be
thousands of light years wide. The Crab is 150 light years wide.
Remember Zwicky? He thunk up this stuff back in ’34. It wasn’t till 1967 that a group of British astronomers led by
Anthony Hewish actually found one. They noticed peculiar radio signals coming from distant galaxies and, astonishingly,
these radio signals were repeating themselves exactly every 1.33 seconds! This precision of repeating signals led them to
whimsically wonder if they had actually found signals from an alien civilization! They even named the 1 st discovered
signal as LGM-1 for “Little Green Men”. Over the next several months, Hewish’s group found many more pulsating radio
signals coming from all over the sky. These signals were called pulsars, standing for pulsating stars. Soon, other
astronomers began finding these pulsars everywhere. Upon doing some math, they realized that Zwicky’s neutron star
idea was right and these pulsars were nothing more than rapidly rotating neutron stars left over after a supernova.
One of the most studied pulsars is the Crab Pulsar at the middle of the Crab Nebula. We will do a Lab activity on the Crab
to actually measure the expansion rate of the nebula left behind so we can backtrack to calculate when it happened.
Buried deep within this nebula is a powerful pulsar. It is a neutron star with mass of 1.4 Mo and a radius of 1.4 x 10-5 Ro
(only about 10 km, 6 miles!). YIKES! This monster has a mass of 1.4 SUNS (2.8 x 1030 kg) jammed into the size of
Manhattan! To make things weirder, it rotates on its axis once every 33 ms. Now, that’s 33 MILLI-seconds, 0.33 seconds!
Are you listening? This darn powerhouse is more massive than our Sun, is smaller than NYC, and rotates 3 times EVERY
SECOND! Like I said, YIKES!
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Even the USS Enterprise investigated pulsars in Star Trek Voyager…
The following image is an X-Ray image taken by Chandra X-Ray Observatory in 2009. Everything blue in the image is
emitting high-energy X-Rays, not simple visible light. Notice the “rings” around that central pulsar (the bright spot). They
are gravity waves. An animation of this (Double screen with X-Ray on left and Hubble’s visible light on right) is shown in
class and can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5u5nXZqYq0
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The below two images show the pulse and the “after-pulse” of the Crab pulsar. The pulsar is the dot at the lower left in
both images. The time between these images is 0.016 seconds. The left image is the brighter flash of the “North Pole” of
the pulsar that is pointing almost directly at us. The right image is the “South Pole” flash that is not pointing directly at
us so it looks weaker.

So, why do pulsars spin so darn fast? Pay attention to the Demos in my class Rm 945. Hoberman. Spinning skater /
Spinning Zach. As these huge stars blown up in supernovae, they no longer fuse elements together and gravity wins the
long batt;le against heat expansion. So, as they shrink, the angular momentum of the star must remain the same;
angular momentum MUST be conserved just like Matter + Energy in the Universe. As the radius shrinks, it must spin
faster. Here are some slides from an Honors Fizzix class where we need to know the math involved. HONORS
NECESSARY.
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L is Angular Momentum. Product of I and .

So, if r decreases, v MUST increase.
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Math yields: rv = rv

BLACK HOLES; The MONSTERS of the Universe As Capt. Barbosa claims in Pirates of the Caribbean movie, “There be
monsters here…” Not only do black holes (BHs) hold the interest and amazement of children of all ages, they hold the
interest and amazement of real honest-ta-goodness astrophysicists like your teacher, Sheldon Cooper, and Rajesh
Koothrappali. One of the intrigues surrounding BHs is the absolute counter-intuitive nature of these beasts. Most folks
only get their astronomical knowledge of BHs from TV or the evil InterToobs where misconceptions, oversimplifications
and outright lies hold sway. It is true that BHs are weird, super, “invisible”, and more horrifying than my Mother-In-Law.
However, to an astrophysicist, they are where Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity (Gravity) and Quantum Mechanics
collide in a catastrophe of anomalies and silliness. So, yeah, us astro guys are with you, my peeps.

This is what happens when a BH meets your house…
So, first, just what is a BH? It is generally thought to be what is left over after a supermassive star dies. Remember, we
chatted about supernova, right? Our Sun will just burb and go away. Really big stars will end up, after the supernova, as
a neutron star or a pulsar. Really REALLY REALLY big stars end up as BHs. Now, let’s get the “weird” out of the way.
1. A BH has a huge mass, maybe millions or billions of times the mass of our Sun, crammed into an area of ZERO
volume!
2. Did you read #1 above? Is your head still intact? What is the definition of density?
3. Alright, a HUGE mass with ZERO volume? D = M/V means I’m DIVING BY ZERO!!! OMG!!!
4. Yep.
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Here’s the deal, Kids.

Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity, 1915, states that gravity is NOT a force like Newton thought. Yes, Einstein had
the gall to say Newton was wrong. Gravity is actually caused by a mass that distorts, bends, and warps the actual space
around it. This means that space itself has properties; it is NOT just “empty space” or a “vacuum” like everyone was lead
to believe.
Notice in the image above that the Sun actually causes the space around it to “sag” just like it is a large stell ball on an
elastic sheet of fabric (my classroom demo). The Earth orbits the Sun not because of some mysterious interaction, but
because it is constantly rolling downhill into the gravity “well” that the Sun has created. The Earth, meantime, causes its
own little gravity well that the Moon rolls in.
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A white dwarf, remember, is just a star like ours after it dies; an incredibly dense small ball of burned out star stuff. It
makes a deeper well; it curves the space around it more. A neutron star is so darn dense and massive that it, as shown,
makes a huge dent in space that is really REALLY hard to climb out of; the “walls” of the gravity well are almost vertical.
However, it is still sitting on the “fabric of space.”
Now, a black hole is something altogether badder. Notice what a black hole does to space. It actually rips a hole in it;
hence the name “black hole.” Schwarzschild was the first to do the math for a BH in 1915 when he was a German soldier
in WWI watching artillery shells flying through the air at him. He sat down in a fox hole while fighting was all around him
and jotted down some advanced calculations and came up with the BH idea. Weird little guy, eh? He died the next year
from a painful autoimmune disease he contracted while fighting on the Russian front. He was only 42.

Karl Schwarzschild (1873-1916)
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Spaghettification… Ouch…
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BH Engine from Disney’s movie, Black Hole© 1985

Just silly…
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So, what’s with this event horizon thing and this Schwarzschild Radius thing and this falling in stops time thing and all
those other things that confuse people about BHs? First, escape velocity. This is a topic I decided to skip earlier back in
Chapter 2: Newton & Gravity. It’s just a math thing and you wouldn’t like it. However, check this out. The speed an
object needs to escape from a planet or moon or star is given by

V

2GM
R

Where V is the escape velocity, G is Newton’s Universal gravitational Constant (6.67x10-11), M is the mass of the thing
you want to escape, and R is the radius of the thing you want to escape. Now, we already know the escape velocity of a
BH is the speed of light, c. So, substitute c for V and solve for R above.

R

2GM
c2

This gives the radius at which a mass becomes a BH because it has an escape V of c. Just for giggles, let’s find out how
much the Earth has to shrink to turn into a BH.

2GM
c2
2


24
2 6.67 x1011 Nm
2  5.98x10 kg
kg

R 
2
8
3 x10 m
R  0.0089m
R









WOWZERS! That means the earth, with a mass of 5,980,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 kg, must be a bit smaller than 9
mm in radius! WHAT? Yep. Just think of how dense that would be! Inconceivable! In this case, that word IS what I think it
means… Apologies to Indigo Montoya.
So, how about our Sun? First, our Sun CANNOT BECOME A BH; it’s simply too small. However, just for more giggles…

2GM
c2
2


30
2 6.67 x1011 Nm
2  1.99 x10 kg
kg 
R 
2
3 x108 m
R  2949m
R









DOUBLE WOWZERS! That is less than 3 km! About 1.8 MILES! So, our Sun, that is a MILLION miles wide would have to
shrink down to the size of Hillside Avenue and the Science Wing would be right in the middle! OMG, LOL, ROFL, and
other assorted social media exclamations!
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Schwarzschild Radius? The radius of a BH. See above. Got it? A shortened version of the above that can apply to any BH
is:

R  3M 
Where R is measured in km and Mo is the mass of our Sun, a solar mass. This is Schwarzschild Radius.
Event Horizon? Sort of the horizon of the Schwarzschild Radius. It’s the actual horizon in the plane of space that you
can’t see over; just like the horizon of the Earth prevents you from seeing what’s a few hundred miles away. The event
horizon prevents us from seeing anything past that point.

Singularity Yeah, here’s where I start hearing teen-age brains implode all around me. The “singularity” is the mass that
causes the BH, the inconceivable gravity and the inconceivable event horizon. Here are the properties of a singularity:
1. It is incredibly massive; at least 10 Mo. For the supermassive variety that lurk at the center of all large galaxies,
the mass is 100’s of millions times Mo. Large mass, indeed. The one at the center of our own Milky Way galaxy is
400 Million Mo.
2. It has no size. Yes, you read that correctly. The singularity has NO SIZE. That means gravity has smooshed it
down to the point where the density is actually INFINITE! This is accomplished by dividing by zero. Yes, you CAN
do that in the real world, just never in math class. Remember equation for density:

D

M
V

What happens when an object has mass, lots of it, but no volume? Yep, you are dividing by zero and the answer
is infinity! Is your brain still here?
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Evidence for BHs? Lots. The proverbial TONS of evidence. We see BHs due to the distortion of the background caused by
the immense warping of space around them. Many times, we can even see them “feeding” as in Quasars. A quasar is
simple an “active galaxy”; one that has a supermassive BH at the center and it is actually sucking in stars and matter.
When a BH eats, it causes matter to swirl faster and faster in orbit around it. This is called the accretion disc. From this
accretion disc of hot matter that is being forced to accelerate at inconceivable speeds by inconceivable forces come
radio waves. These radio waves are caused by the actual kinetic energy of the moving particles of matter.
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Centaurus A BH: Note the X-Ray jets from the central feeding BH.

M87 Galaxy: BH in center shooting out jet of high-energy electrons and X-rays
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Hawking Radiation 1974, cosmologist Stephen Hawking predicted that BHs can actually radiate energy, so something
CAN come out, right? Not so fast, Quick Draw. The radiation Hawking found is a form of “black body radiation”. Anything
that absorbs energy will emit energy, also; a basic Thermodynamics principle. However, the radiation he is talking about
is heat radiation, measurable as temperature. Using Wein’s Law from Chapter 6 on Stars, we can calculate the
radiation/temperature of a solar mass (Mo) BH as 6x10-8 K. That is 0.000 000 06 degrees above Absolute Zero. We can’t
even measure that. However, if true, the implications are important since if a BH gives off energy and it is not
replenished by "eating" matter, the BH will eventually evaporate and disappear. This means BHs have a lifetime just like
other things. This lifetime is inconceivably huge! For a solar mass BH, it is 1067 years. That number is inconceivably larger
than even the age of the Universe! So, guess what? It ain’t too terribly important till we can find a way of measuring that
tiny teeny itty-bitty temperature.
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Chapter 10 Resources
Powerpoint: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html
DIRECT LINKS: Full PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Stars-Remnants.pptx
PDF Format (Smaller) - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Stars-Remnants.pdf
Homework:
Complete list: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html
Homework :
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1b4IMsgNfQK3NKhMfoe8lbqeHXrrcRU4eyHLysMdGYCA/viewform
LABS:
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